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It’s at least a double main event tonight and you could argue a triple
with Kronik vs. Goldberg, Sting vs. Jeff Jarrett and Booker T. defending
the World Title against Scott Steiner. After that though the card falls
off a cliff and hits every single rock on the way down. Let’s get to it.

We open with the fans being polled about the handicap match. Well to be
fair that’s cheaper and safer than asking the announcers what they think.

The regular opening video focuses on how everyone needs to overcome their
fears.

Tony: “This is sports entertainment!”

Tag Team Titles: Boogie Knights vs. Rey Mysterio/Kidman vs. Sean
O’Haire/Mark Jindrak

O’Haire and Jindrak are defending after losing to both teams in recent
weeks. The Thrillers come out second for no logical reason but I’m sure
it’s supposed to draw money or humble them or something. The ring has the
Backstage Assault (WCW video game sponsoring the show) logos in each
corner. Konnan is on commentary as Alex, Mark and Kidman are in to start.
I’ve always liked that three men in at once rule in WCW.

Kidman headscissors Mark down and hits a nice dropkick before it’s off to
Rey, whose Bronco Buster hits a raised boot. Disco comes in and dances
but Jindrak springboards in so high that Disco has to take a step back
before Jindrak hits him. O’Haire throws Rey into the air for a powerslam
(cool spot) so Disco helps double team him down, only to start fighting
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with Rey over the cover. Kidman comes in and elbows Disco instead of
O’Haire, only to have Wright dropkick Kidman for two.

The fans stay on Disco as Wright knees Jindrak in the arm for two (well
done camera guys). The yet to be named Tower of Doom freaks Stevie out as
Wright is planted for a double two count. Konnan is already getting on my
nerves with his Natural Born Cranberries line and we get a triple tag to
bring in Rey, Disco and O’Haire. Everything breaks down and Kidman takes
the double beal over the top from the floor.

O’Haire throws Rey over the top into a belly to belly from Wright for
two. The Animals take over for a bit and Wright takes a Kid Crusher but
the champs make a save. Wright runs into Rey and falls over the top
anyway, leaving Disco to Last Dance Jindrak. Stevie sounds like he’s
doing a JR impression for reasons that aren’t clear, only to have O’Haire
hit the Seanton Bomb for the pin on Disco to retain.

Rating: B-. This was a lot of fun as they just let all six of them go
nuts for ten minutes to fire up the crowd. I like the idea of a hot
opener and given that they probably don’t have much left on the show
worth much until the last three matches, this was a good choice to have
early on the card.

Post match Wright beats down the Animals with a chair so Konnan comes in,
drawing in Sgt. AWOL for the save for absolutely no logical reason.
Konnan looks hurt and comes up limping.

Hardcore Title: Reno vs. Sgt. AWOL

AWOL is challenging so he sets up a table in between matches. Reno hits
him with a kendo stick but takes a boot to the face (totally missed),
only to flapjack AWOL through the table for two. Madden says old school
hardcore rules are in effect: pinfalls count anywhere and anything goes.
That would be different than the new rules of start in the back and end
in the ring. So there are two eras for a title not even a year old?

A trashcan shot to the head gets two on AWOL as I have flashbacks to him
being invincible just about a year ago. AWOL comes back by putting a
trashcan over Reno’s head before kicking the can rather hard. Not the



part with Reno inside of course because that might mean something looks
good in this match.

AWOL and Stevie Ray do a Too Sweet for some reason before the guys walk
up the aisle. A Roll of the Dice on the ramp knocks AWOL silly but let’s
set up two tables instead of covering. As expected, AWOL gets up and
throws Reno through both tables (or at least most of them). That’s not
enough for a cover either so they head backstage with AWOL throwing a
computer monitor at Reno’s head. Ignore the picture on the monitor that
isn’t plugged in because this is OLD SCHOOL HARDCORE, meaning technology
doesn’t have to make sense.

The champ blasts him with a fire extinguisher and throws AWOL through
another table, only to have AWOL throw him onto another table. Madden
makes jokes about the internet ruining wrestling as AWOL hits him with
the monitor again. AWOL hits agent Fit Finlay and Madden gets in what
sounds like an inside joke that makes no sense unless you were probably
in catering that day. Back to ringside and AWOL loads up another table,
only to walk into Roll of the Dice to retain Reno’s title.

Rating: D-. WAY too long here as I was begging for this to be over nearly
halfway through. This gimmick is so beyond dead and now the match is
getting nearly eleven minutes (third longest match of the night) on a
card with ten other matches. Who is this supposed to appeal to? I hit you
with some object, we do a table spot, repeat five times? That’s the best
they’ve got?

Post match the Perfect Event comes out and beats on AWOL, drawing out
Lieutenant Loco and Corporal Cajun to give us a very lame reaction.

Shane Douglas talks to the Thrillers and tells them that Nash has put him
in charge of the team tonight. Nash can’t even show up on pay per views
now?

Apparently Goldberg was injured when he hit the post on Thunder. He isn’t
here yet but that’s commonplace in WCW.

Kronik talks to the Nevada State Wrestling Commission and mentions
Goldberg having a head/neck injury.



Lieutenant Loco/Corporal Cajun vs. Perfect Event

This is an impromptu match but luckily the Thrillers were already in
their gear. Why Loco and Cajun had to go to the back and come back out
isn’t clear. Stasiak gets beaten down to start and you can see people
getting out of their chairs. It’s also clear that the cameras aren’t
panning over to the side because there are A LOT of empty seats that keep
sneaking into view.

Things settle down to Stasiak beating on Loco before it’s off to Palumbo.
The announcers argue over how together the Perfect Event is, despite the
fact that they’re not even the best team in their own stable. Palumbo
charges into Cajun’s raised boot as I have no idea why this match is
taking place on pay per view. Was a ten match card really not enough? A
double flapjack puts Loco down as Stevie thinks Madden called Loco
“Chubby Toes.”

Stasiak gets two off a sitout powerbomb (Tony: “Out of the Coach Kevin
Nash playbook!”) as the announcers talk about how many saves you’re
allowed to make in tag team wrestling. Apparently there used to be a
limit on that. You would think that some company like Ring of Honor might
have brought that back over the years. Loco somehow spins out of a press
slam and it’s off to Cajun with the hot tag.

Palumbo makes the save so Stasiak can get two and the fans are put right
back in their seats. Well the fans that are still in the arena at least.
A sleeper makes things even worse but Cajun fights out….and is put in
another sleeper. Well Palumbo’s hand is over Cajun’s eyes so it’s more
like a one man game of Peek-A-Boo. Cajun escapes again and runs him over
for the tag to Loco but the fans aren’t bothering to get fired up this
time. Everything breaks down and Loco gives Stasiak a quick tornado DDT
for the pin.

Rating: C-. Well that happened. It was a watchable match that I’m going
to forget about inside of the next ten minutes and really only served to
further the “Stasiak is a screwup” story, which isn’t interesting in the
first place because IT’S SHAWN STASIAK. You could have easily cut this
from the show and given the time to other matches and given how fast the



fans were leaving, there’s probably something to that idea.

Konnan is hurt but is willing to go fight anyway.

Torrie Wilson/Shane Douglas vs. Konnan/Tygress

You can see Stasiak and Palumbo leaving the ring as Shane’s entrance
comes on. Torrie is in a Wonder Woman swimsuit and the announcers trip
over each others tongues to oogle her. Before the match, Shane laughs at
Konnan’s injuries and offers Tygress a chance to come out here and get
beaten up. Or sexually assaulted if you pay attention to what he says.

Tygress fights on her own to start by kicking Shane low, setting up a
HORRIBLE sequence between the women. Shane breaks up the Bronco Buster as
the announcers talk about Torrie’s stockings. A double Franchiser is
loaded up but Konnan comes in through the crowd for no apparent reason
for the save. His back is fine enough to clothesline both of them down
and we get a horrible looking double baseball slide as everything heads
outside.

It settles down into a regular match and Tony freaks out when Tygress
grabs a wristlock on Shane. Torrie tries to make a save and has no idea
what to do (makes sense) so Shane takes over on Tygress to save himself.
It’s off to Torrie for a really awkward looking run across the ring (with
no complaints from the announcers), followed by a camel clutch from
Shane.

Off to a crossface chickenwing with Shane putting her hand near his
crotch (and shouting something about “make me feel good baby”) until
Tygress escapes and crawls over for a hot tag to Konnan. Everything
breaks down and Torrie pulls the referee into the path of a Bronco Buster
for the comedy spot of the match. Torrie gives Konnan a decent Franchiser
for two but the good team gives Shane a double facebuster for the pin.

Rating: D-. Other than Torrie in that outfit, this did not need to be on
pay per view. This needed to be about five minutes shorter and on Nitro,
mainly because I have no idea why this match even took place. Something
about who is the best couple, but isn’t Tygress with Rey? They made it
clear that this was all about looking at Torrie but there are other ways



to do that without wasting over ten minutes of pay per view time.

Again the camera immediately cuts away to the next interview. What’s up
with them wanting to get away from Tygress and Torrie so fast? Anyway
David Flair and his doctors (they have stethoscopes and stuff) are ready
to prove that Buff is a lying piece of garbage.

Buff Bagwell vs. David Flair

This is a DNA match and we’re still waiting on a definition of what that
is. Madden: “Tony what are the rules of a DNA match?” Hey thanks Mark. It
means First Blood, though I don’t think the fans have actually been told
that otherwise. Before the match, Buff promises that he’ll win. You can
add that to the long list of things that could have been cut from this
show.

Buff punches David down to start and scores with a swinging neckbreaker.
All Buff so far as this is a total squash since David still isn’t much of
a wrestler. David does the Flair Flip in the corner but gets slammed down
just like his daddy. Buff rips the shirt off and makes him do a double
bicep pose, allowing David to kick him low for his first advantage.
Outside they go but Buff can’t get a piledriver on the exposed concrete
because that might kill him.

Your comment of the show that sums up how stupid this whole thing is:
Tony: “David trying to bust Buff open and get a DNA sample!” Just imagine
a non-fan hearing that one line and see how they react. Anyway they get
back in and David tries a chair, only to get hit low and hit with the
chair instead. David is busted open so the match is over but since the
wrestlers don’t seem to know how the match works, Buff gives him a
Blockbuster anyway.

Rating: D-. This was a squash and another match that didn’t need to be on
a pay per view. The DNA story is interesting enough but does anyone
really care about David Flair? Buff would be a better person in this
role, especially since Ric has barely been a factor in it most of the
time. At least we got to see David beat up his mailman though. That’s
something right?



Post match Lex Luger of all people comes out to celebrate with Buff and
turn on him a full two seconds later. Luger posts Buff and busts open his
lip, allowing David to get a sample. Boy that’s convenient.

Goldberg, looking a bit shaky, arrives. Thank goodness they made sure to
fix that cliffhanger that started half an hour ago.

Scott Steiner and Midajah aren’t worried about Goldberg. Steiner promises
to win the title.

The Cat vs. Mike Sanders

This is a kickboxing match for the Commissionership with three rounds
lasting two minutes each. Both guys get to run their mouths to start and
still nothing of note is said. Palumbo and Stasiak (fine again) are in
Sanders’ corner as Madden thinks this is a karate match. They feel each
other out for a bit until Cat kicks him in the head for an eight count. A
legsweep drops Sanders and they lock up with about ten seconds to go to
end the round.

Cat beats on him with ease for a knockdown and Sanders barely beats the
count. Another punch drops Mike again but the Perfect Event argues over
whether or not to throw in the towel. Mike says throw it in but somehow
beats the count to end the round. This has been completely one sided so
far and Cat has barely broken a sweat.

Stasiak and Palumbo get in a fight during the break but here’s Shane
Douglas for some reason. The referee is outside yelling at the Thrillers
as Cat beats up Sanders even more. Cat gets in a good looking cartwheel
kick and Sanders doesn’t want to get up. With Mike kind of on his feet,
Cat hammers away even more. To his credit though, he’s able to shout “GET
THE CHAIN MAN!” to Douglas, who knocks Cat out with a chain a few seconds
later.

The slowest ten count ever (the referee is at five with twenty seconds
left and gets to nine with three seconds left) allows the Cat to get up
just in time and the match continues. Cat knocks Sanders out again but
goes to the floor to fight Shane, giving Mike a countout win. In
overtime. In a kickboxing match. To be a wrestling commissioner. Which he



already was.

Rating: F. There’s a difference between this kind of stuff and the kind
of stuff you would see under full Russo control. While that stuff was
really more about shock value and being as stupid as possible, this was a
match where you knew everything that was going to happen from the second
Shane came out (save for maybe the stupid countout ending). It’s still
really bad either way but at least this had some great facial expressions
from Sanders. Of course this was horrible but it’s not like the two of
them could have a much better wrestling match.

Goldberg talks to the wrestling commissioners and says he’s fine from
Monday. The injury was on Wednesday’s show but it was taped on Monday so
I’m not sure if I can call that a botch or not.

Kronik gives Goldberg until the end of the night because they get paid
either way.

Mike Awesome vs. Vampiro

Add this to the list of things that doesn’t really need to be on pay per
view. Not the match that is but Mike as That 70s Guy. This is over
Awesome beating Vampiro down a few weeks back so Vampiro is here for
revenge. Odd heel motivation but whatever. Vampiro wants to put Awesome’s
title shot on the line as well. Now that’s more like a heel. Mike says
groovy. Well actually he says that’s fine but he should have said groovy.

Vampiro is knocked to the floor to start and a big plancha takes him down
again. That never stops looking awesome. The brawl heads into the crowd
despite there being regular rules for this one. Vampiro grabs a cane from
someone and beats on Awesome, only to have the guy hit Awesome, who beats
him down as a result. Well that was a bad moment.

Back in and they duel with chairs like samurai warriors according to
Tony. I’d love to meet Tony’s history teacher if he thinks samurai’s
fought with folding metal chairs. Vampiro gets the better of it and takes
over with a release belly to belly superplex that almost had a horrible
landing. Back in and Vampiro tries a top rope seated senton but Mike
seems to counter into a sitout powerbomb. Well I think so at least



because it looked kind of like a counter and kind of like Awesome fell
backwards. Mike covered for two so we’ll go with horribly executed
counter.

Instead it’s time for a table and even Stevie thinks there’s something
wrong with this. The Nail in the Coffin gets no cover so let’s bring in
another table. Madden: “There’s always room for jello and there’s always
room for another table.” I saw Ghostbusters II first so I smiled at that
line more than I should have. They head outside for an Awesome Bomb on
the floor…for two? Are we having a second match where they don’t know the
rules? Vampiro is up fast enough to break up the Awesome Splash. Instead
it’s a Super Awesome Bomb to give Mike the pin and give us that sweet 70s
music.

Rating: D. They had something there with the big spots but that doesn’t
really work if the spots don’t actually work. Awesome and Vampiro were
trying but there’s only so much you can do when the match is barely
looking like a match and turns more into a trainwreck. It also didn’t
help that they beat up a fan in the crowd. You know that whole assault
thing.

General Rection gives a fired up promo talking about how he’s lost so
much over the last few months but he’s here for one more fight.

Vampiro is being checked on by the trainers and gets a round of applause
when he sits up. Tony shows us a replay and calls it one of the most
amazing spots you’ll ever see. Who in the world is going to care if you
call it a move? As usual it comes off like WCW trying to make themselves
look smarter and forgetting that a lot of fans don’t care.

US Title: General Rection vs. Lance Storm/Jim Duggan

Storm is defending in a handicap match and goes on a rant about how
Rection won’t just accept that he’s been beaten. Duggan argues with the
referee over who gets to keep the board before locking up with Rection
and brawling around the ring. Rection clears the ring with clotheslines
before no selling Storm’s chops in the corner.

There’s a backdrop to send Lance outside but Duggan knocks Rection



outside as well to take over for the first time. Stevie: “Tony, why do
they call her Major Gunns?” The bad guys take over with Duggan elbowing
him down to give Storm two. A superkick gets another delayed near fall
but Duggan’s Three Point Clothesline is turned into a double clothesline
to put both guys down.

Storm slaps on a sleeper and Stevie actually compares it to the one from
the Perfect Event match. Who would have thought Stevie would be the best
analyst between Tony and Mar…..this isn’t all that surprising actually.
Canadian miscommunication gives Rection an opening and he powerslams
Storm for one.

Duggan hits his partner by mistake again before the referee drops down as
Lance runs the ropes. He does it a second time and then we get the ref
bump because we needed a ref bump. Duggan piledrives Rection for no count
so here’s Elix Skipper, who is quickly taken down by a flag shot from
Gunns. Back in and a Russian legsweep to Duggan with the 2×4 (clearly not
making any contact) is enough to set up the No Laughing Matter to give
Rection the title.

Rating: D. I appreciate them trying to keep Storm strong but was this
really the best idea they could come up with? Rection isn’t really the
most interesting guy in the world but at least it fits the story they’ve
built up for months. In a good company this would free Storm up for a
main event run but you know WCW isn’t bright enough to pull that off.

Mayhem ad centered entirely around Scott Steiner.

Jarrett is ready for Sting.

We recap Jarrett vs. Sting which is over Jarrett claiming Sting has no
heart. For some reason this resulted in him dressing up as Sting and
mimicking him, which only served to tick Sting off and set up a big fight
here. On paper, this should be a layup.

Sting vs. Jeff Jarrett

Jeff goes around the ring running his mouth so Sting jumps him from
behind to start things fast. They get inside with Sting hitting an atomic



drop….and here comes Surfer Sting. The real Sting (Sting Prime?) beats
him up as Madden wonders if you can get disqualified for beating yourself
up. Fair question….I think? Sting and Jarrett fight by the stage and then
into the crowd so here’s 1990 Sting to get beaten up as well. The real
Sting gives him a Death Drop on the stage as Jarrett stands in the ring.

Back in and here’s Wolfpac Sting (possibly played by Chris Harris) as we
skip eight years or so. For some reason Sting takes him up to the stage
for some bat shots and another Death Drop. Jeff hits him in the
neck/shoulder with the bat as the referee checks on Wolfpac Sting. Back
in and Jeff puts on a sleeper, probably giving us the highlight of the
match. Sting fights up and makes his comeback as Crow Sting breaks
through the mat and pulls Sting under.

That earns Crow another beatdown but the lights go out and Crow Sting II
repels from the ceiling. Sting gives him a Death Drop through the table
to knock the wig off and reveal a bald spot. Back in and Sting puts on
the Scorpion, only to have Crow Sting I hit him with the guitar. That’s
no sold (why not at this point) and Crow I gets a Death Drop, followed by
the guitar shot from Jeff for the pin.

Rating: T. For There it is. I had heard about how horrible this show was
going to be. This match started roughly two hours in and while it was
bad, there have been worse. Then there it was. There’s the big moment
that turns this into horrible. WCW spent weeks building up a three match
show and one of them involved Sting fighting the demons of his past
because Jarrett apparently hired a bunch of guys to dress up like Sting
and interfere at timed intervals.

Normally I would go into a big rant about why this is stupid but it’s up
there with Mae Young giving birth to a hand or David Flair beating up a
mailman on the list of things that speak for themselves. With WCW in the
position they’re in, they have no business screwing over the fans on one
of the only matches that was almost guaranteed to be well done. I mean,
it wasn’t going to be a classic or anything but if you have Sting and
Jarrett doing a mostly straight match, it’s going to be fine.

Instead of a match though, which is something the fans might be



interested in based on how Russo’s TV ratings died over the summer, the
company did some insane spectacle that might have made sense to three
people in the building. The story of Sting needing to show heart is fine
and Sting is the kind of guy who can pull that off but instead we get
this mess with everyone being confused and annoyed. How this benefits
anyone is beyond me but at least I have a reason to hate this show even
more now.

Stevie Ray doesn’t help things here by talking about how Sting came up
short after fighting off all those odds. As in an army of Sting clones is
the same as Jimmy Hart distracting a referee.

Booker T. is ready for Steiner.

We recap Steiner vs. Booker T., which is basically Steiner going insane
and attacking Booker.

WCW World Title: Booker T. vs. Scott Steiner

Steiner is challenging after beating Goldberg last month. Booker comes
out first and Tony talks about the World Title not being on last tonight.
Before he comes out, Steiner chokes an agent for the title match not
going on last. I can get behind that. Booker gets the fans clapping to
start things off so Steiner backs him into the corner and gets in an
elbow to the jaw. Booker’s forearm sends Steiner out to the floor,
allowing Scott to jump the barricade and yell at a fan.

Back in and Booker gets beaten down, only to come back with a clothesline
for two. They head into the crowd because Steiner and Booker T. won’t
wrestle for some reason. Steiner throws Booker through the second
announcers’ table and chokes the referee for only counting to two.
There’s the top rope Samoan drop to set up some push-ups but Booker
leapfrogs over Scott to take it back outside. That goes nowhere so Booker
starts with the kicks, including a missile dropkick and ax kick for two
each. It’s time for the pipe though as Steiner beats down Booker and the
referee, drawing the lame DQ.

Rating: D. The match wasn’t even that good before the lame ending which
made things even worse. We’re 0-2 on the three main events and this was



the best of them so far. There’s an idea here with Steiner being too hot
headed to win the title but it would have helped if they had done a good
match before getting here. Booker’s comeback was nice but they needed
something better than this after all the other stuff they’ve done
tonight.

Jeff Jarrett has to come out and help calm Steiner down.

We recap the main event which is basically Goldberg is dominant and
Kronik are big and strong. Go have a four minute match to wrap up this
pay per view.

Goldberg vs. Kronik

Before the match (because giving it more time would be stupid), Adams
says Goldberg is too hurt to wrestle so the referee needs to count. We
cut to the back where the Wrestling Commission guys announce that
Goldberg is cleared. Goldberg’s music hits with six minutes left in the
show and the bell rings with just over four to go. They brawl to the
floor because this is nothing resembling a wrestling match. Kronik takes
over but loads up a table, only to have Goldberg knock Adams away and
spear Clark through the table for a pin. Adams gets two off a full nelson
slam and it’s the spear and Jackhammer to keep Goldberg around.

Rating: F. That’s you main event people: Goldberg doing the same old
thing he’s done for over three years now over a team who was losing the
titles to Vampiro and Great Muta a few months back. There’s nothing to
talk about here and the fact that this went on last due to some injury
angle that started and ended in the same night sums up this horrible
show.

Overall Rating: F. Oh yeah this failed and it failed bad. There’s a good
opening match where they let the wrestlers go out and do something fun
but the rest is one failed idea after another. However, the key word
there is idea and that’s what keeps this show above some of Russo’s
disasters: you can see the thinking behind a lot of these matches. Notice
that I said thinking behind and not that they actually worked.

That’s the problem here: they were trying something in most of the



matches and then each of those ideas came crashing down, mainly because
the wrestlers just aren’t all that good these days. I mean, Cat and
Sanders are good talkers for WCW but it’s really hard to watch them do
something goofy when I can flip on Raw and watch Austin, Rock and Jericho
talk to people and then tear the house down with almost anyone they get
in the ring with.

WCW is in a bad place right now and so much of that is due to all the
turmoil from the last few months. They’re in a better place with some
storylines starting to make sense and some promising young talent but you
can’t come off one of the worst stretches in wrestling history and then
bounce back to life like nothing ever happened. The fans, at least the
ones that are left, aren’t buying it and I can’t blame them.

Look at the build for this show. WCW made it clear that this was going to
be a three match card with everything else filling in the gaps. Goldberg
vs. Kronik would have been lame as a Thunder main event and it closed the
show. Booker vs. Steiner was the most acceptable of the three despite it
being nothing more than sequel bait. The less said about Sting vs.
Jarrett the better.

If I’m one of the few fans still watching and paying for WCW, why in the
world am I going to keep going after this show, save for pure habit?
Three big matches were promised and the best one under delivered. If
that’s the best they can do at this point then they can’t close the doors
fast enough. The worst part for me though is that this was somehow still
better than a lot of what Russo had done earlier in the year. Those lats
summer and early fall shows really were that bad, though this was getting
close to their level.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of the Intercontinental Title at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ?ref_=pe_2427780_160035660


http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

